TimeProvider® 4100 ePRTC Performance Compliance
Report
Introduction
TimeProvider 4100 is a family of precise timing systems with various operation modes that enable a customer to
specify a configuration for a use case while leveraging the same hardware.
As part of this delivery strategy, an Enhanced Primary Reference Time Clock (ePRTC) license option has been
defined in release 2. This enables a customer to configure the TimeProvider 4100 unit as an ePRTC device
connected to a GNSS source and one or two cesium clocks to meet ITU-T G.8272.1 standard performance
requirements.
This is the second in the series of performance reports describing the Enhanced Primary Reference Timing Clock
(ITU G.8272.1) feature of the TimeProvider 4100 system.
TimeProvider 4100 is architected to support multiple software configurable operation modes on a robust, highperformance, fan-less 1RU hardware platform. The current operation mode configurations supported as of release
2.1.10 are:
•
•
•
•

Gateway clock
Single-domain, high-performance boundary clock
Multi-domain, high-performance boundary clock
ePRTC

When configured in the ePRTC operation mode, TimeProvider 4100 is fully compliant with the controlling ITU-T
recommendation: timing characteristics of enhanced primary reference time clocks G.8272.1.
TP4100 supports not just one but optionally two autonomous atomic clock references. When configured with dual
autonomous atomic clock inputs, TimeProvider 4100 supports both priority reference operation and adaptive
timescale ensembling, as described in the first installment.
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Overview of Time Compliance Testing

1.

Overview of Time Compliance Testing
The full characterization of time accuracy compliances will be covered in this series of performance reports. In the
first report, the time compliance in normal operation was the focus including both single and dual cesium
configurations. In this second report, we document a complete compliance certification including all phases of
operations from power-up to various holdover outage and recovery conditions.
A test instrumentation like the configuration for the first performance testing is used. For certification testing, we
selected our R&D facility in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. This facility provides multiple Universal Time Coordinated (UTC)
calibrated hydrogen masers to support the necessary precision and accuracy for proper ePRTC certification. The test
configuration is shown below. For the certification we are testing two TimeProvider 4100 systems configured with
ePRTC licenses. One unit is configured for single-band GNSS operation and the second unit is configured for multiband operation (multi-band support is in prototype stage and will be officially available in the upcoming 2.2 release).
A single 5071 cesium clock is used as the primary reference source input to both TimeProvider 4100 systems under
test.
Figure 1-1. Test Configuration
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2.

Normal Operation Before Holdover

2.1

Pre-Holdover Normal Learning Stage

2.1.1

First 2 Days of Operation

2.1.1.1

First Day of Operation: May 21
We now have an overnight baseline of the two TimeProvider 4100 ePRTC systems:
•
•

TimeProvider 4100 ePRTC configured to operate as a single-band (L1 only) receiver. (blue graph)
TimeProvider 4100 ePRTC configured to operate as a multi-band receiver. (red graph)

We are running a long, multi-week performance validation supporting this compliance report. Our Tuscaloosa R&D
facility was selected to host this testing as the multiple, high-performance active hydrogen masers and continual
traceability monitoring with UTC(NIST) provides the stable and accurate reference necessary to document the
pedigree of our ePRTC offering.
TimeProvider 4100 ePRTC supports a user-visible learning period during the early days of operation. This is
indicated to the user by a simple dashboard ePRTC Protection Availability Index. As the system learns the calibration
correction needed to maintain the local timescale on UTC, the coupling of the steering data become increasingly
loose. In steady state, the de-coupling is such that it is only adjusted based on a full, 24-hour assessment. This
provides unparalleled GNSS firewall protection against GNSS errors such as those associated with space weather,
local RF jamming and spoofing, multipath, reflections, and other interference.
Since this data is only for the first 24 hours, the Protection Availability Index is still low (15% after the first 21 hours).
Another start-up effect is the initial 24-hour position survey. We started the single-band unit with auto survey enabled,
so it is still learning the position. In contrast, the multi-band unit was started with a manual position as was
determined during earlier testing.
The following three graphs show the overnight data.
The first graph shows the PPS time error with respect to the active hydrogen maser for both systems. The time
accuracy requirement for an ePRTC is 30 ns. We can see that even during the early learning period we are
performing better than this normal operation requirement. Clearly the time error for the single band unit is converging
as it is still in dynamic positioning mode.
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The second graph shows the stability performance. The TDEV performance for the single-band receiver unit (blue
graph) is impacted by this same positioning activity and it is too early to consider steady state compliance.

In contrast, consider the TDEV performance of the multi-band system (red graph). It has the benefit of starting in a
precisely surveyed-in state and it is operating in multi-band mode including both GPS (L1 and L2) as well as Galileo
(E1 and E5b).
The last TDEV graphs show the same multi-band unit TDEV performance with confidence bars. We can see that the
performance is nominally at 600 ps, which is well within the 1 ns requirement. The systems are not in normal fully
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protected mode during the first several days, but we can already see the stability compliance is within steady state
margins with a pre-surveyed system.

The ePRTC provides a reference time signal traceable to a recognized time standard (that is, coordinated universal
time (UTC)) and a frequency reference. Compared to the primary reference time clock (PRTC) as defined in the
except from Scope Rec. ITU-T G.8272.1/Y.1367.1 (11/2016), the ePRTC is subject to more stringent output
performance requirements and includes a frequency input directly from an autonomous primary reference clock.
For this long-term testing, both systems are utilizing a 5071 high-performance cesium atomic clock.

2.1.1.2

Second Day Since Power-up: May 22
The first graph shows the time error overlay of both TimeProvider 4100 ePRTC systems:
•
•

TimeProvider 4100 ePRTC configured to operate as a single-band (L1 only) receiver (blue graph)
TimeProvider 4100 ePRTC configured to operate as a multi-band receiver (red graph)

Recall that the blue graph is showing greater dynamics on the first day because we configured automatic 24-hour
survey-in. The red (multi-band unit) was set with a precise manual position from the start. The survey-in completed
properly after 24 hours and we can see the unit has settled into much better behavior. Again, the ePRTC ITU
requirement is to achieve 30 ns accuracy so even with the early dynamics the accuracy is well within specification.
Recall that during the first days of operation the ePRTC algorithm is steadily increasing the GNSS firewall protection.
In steady state, we achieve a full day of decoupling between the GNSS measurements and steering estimate
adjustments. This is a key value in our ePRTC approach to ensure that we achieve maximum protection from
external GNSS real world issues such as jamming, spoofing, multipath, and other local RF environmental issues.
The transition between minimal and maximum protection is happening during the second day of operation. We are
now well into the transition (the Protection Availability Index is over 50% and climbing).
During the second day we hand off from the initial GNSS disciplined oscillator operation to the fully protected 24
hours assessment and protected steering. The underlying state estimates need to carefully transition to prevent
transients in the control system. Keep in mind this needs to be done in the presence of multiple noise sources. The
hand off is operating well within expected limits.
The overlay TDEV stability graph shows the stability performance of both systems. Since the single band unit was in
survey-in for the first 24 hours we have skipped the first 24 hours in processing the data. Keep in mind that during
this second day the transition puts stress on maintaining stability and the stability will keep improving over the next
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several days. We are already achieving better than 1ns stability performance for both systems. Of course, from a
specification confidence perspective the TDEV stability specification requires a week or more of data once we
achieve normal 100% protection, but this early performance is a good indication of the performance.
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2.2
2.2.1

100% ITU-T ePRTC Compliance: 3-Week Learning Period
May 25: Day 5
We are now well into the ePRTC validation testing (5 days, 15 hours). We have collected data “under the hood” over
the long weekend to ensure the overall integrity of all the subsystems. This data is summarized in the next sections.

2.2.1.1

GNSS Subsystem
We maintain GNSS statistics within the algorithm as timescale steering to maintain UTC traceability is a critical
function of the system. The following two graphs show the pseudo-range residual dispersion metrics for both GNSS
receivers. The metrics are generated by calculating the root mean squared statistic of the currently contributing
satellite pseudo-range residuals to the timing solutions. Since we are in a fixed position operating mode, the pseudorange errors directly map to clock error. Keep in mind not the same observation windows but generally we see the
same levels of dispersion on both units which would be expected as they are in a similar RF roof environment. One of
the more critical aspects of timing systems is the fact that they are stationary antenna installations exposed to the
same local RF degradations such a reflected RF associated with permanent structures around the antenna location.
From a practical perspective, the antenna placement is limited to rooftop of the building where the ePRTC is located.
TimeProvider 4100 ePRTC is designed to maximum de-coupling of the effect of GNSS daily degradation with all
steering decision based on observing daily filtered estimates of GNSS measurement metrology.

2.2.1.2

Timescale Steering Subsystem
The Timescale Steering Subsystem is responsible for maintaining precise UTC traceability for the ePRTC system.
The system has three stages of operation starting with non-protected timescale moving through partially protected
timescale and then operating in fully protected timescale. The progression is visible to the user with a simple
“Protection Availability Index” which we discussed before. One critical process is the determination of the timescale
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correction states. The frequency state precision has a strong influence on long term GNSS outages as an ePRTC is
required to support 100 ns of accumulated time error over 14 days. To obtain this level of precision in the presence of
real-world noise and perturbation effects, the learning process is designed for resilience, and we have a 3-week
learning window as part of the overall operation.
The underlying instability of the input frequency estimated can be seen in the comparison overlay graph below. We
can see that the frequency offset instability of the single band is (2.14e-14 one sigma) compared to the multi-band
(1.31e-14 one sigma). We can see a small but meaningful benefit with the multi-band receiver. The rate bias offset is
essentially the steering correction one would get from a very good GNSS disciplined oscillator. We do not use this
directly but post-process over the learning period to obtain precision and accuracy necessary to optimize the time
error accumulation over the minimally required 14-day outage required interval.

2.2.2

May 26: Day 6
The ePRTC must meet all the requirements for both tracking and holdover as specified in the controlling specification
for Enhanced Primary Reference Timing Clocks ITU-T G.8272.1.
There are three principle specifications for normal tracking performance that must be met:
1.

Time accuracy: Better than 30 ns with respect to UTC when locked in Normal operating condition. The
following excerpt is directly from ITU G8272.1.
Normal, locked operating conditions mean that:
– the ePRTC is fully locked to the incoming reference time signal and is not operating in warm-up.
– there are no failures or facility errors in the reference path, including but not limited to antenna failures.
– the environmental conditions are within the operating limits specified for the equipment.
– the equipment is properly commissioned and calibrated for fixed offsets such as antenna cable length, cable
amplifiers and receiver delays.
– the reference time signal (e.g., global navigation satellite system (GNSS) signal) is operating within limits, as
determined by the relevant operating authorities.
– if the reference time signal is operated over a radio system such as GNSS, multipath reflections and
interference from other local transmissions, such as jamming, must be minimized to an acceptable level.
– there are no extreme propagation anomalies, such as severe thunderstorms or solar flares.
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2.

3.

TDEV stability better than specified mask. This stability specification is challenging to test properly. Here are
some issues related to compliance testing:
2.1.
Stability of the reference PPS: One of the reasons we perform certification testing in our Tuscaloosa
R&D facility is that our hydrogen masers support over an order of magnitude of stability
measurement margin. In contrast, the cesium-based Timescale system house references are at the
same stability level as the ePRTC which limits effective compliance testing.
2.2.
Contribution of input GNSS signal: Issues such as space weather, multi-path, reflections, and RF
jamming and even spoofing can impact compliance verification. We test with real world live GNSS
signals and do not consider certification with ideal GNSS simulation a robust test methodology.
2.3.
Thermal environment: The dynamic temperature variation in even a benign indoor environment can
have measurable effects. We support TDEV performance not just at constant temperature but under
real world dynamic limits (5 °C diurnal temperature range during TDEV compliance testing).
2.4.
Learning convergence: The timescale undergoes a modestly higher steering control during the first
weeks of operation. A properly designed ePRTC ensures this does not exceed the TDEV
requirements.
2.5.
Confidence interval: TDEV is statistical and what is observed is an estimate of the true TDEV noise.
In fact, we observed confidence interval error bars as well in processing the data. For a longer
observation window confidence decrease. In general, there is a need for a data set that is 10 to 20
times the longest window of interest (which in practice means weeks of testing).
MTIE performance within the mask. MTIE compliance is not as challenging to test. MTIE compliance margins
are good. The caution with all MTIE testing is that it is essentially a peak detector and one instrumentation
transient (for example, a trigger glitch in the external counter and not the system) can impact an entire test.
This is effectively addressed with very careful test set-up and sometimes multiple measurements in parallel.

The compliance graphs were generated with the removal of the first day of operation. As you may recall, the L1
single band unit was operating in an early survey-in mode and we are looking at normal operational compliance.
Since we are measuring with respect to the house Maser the raw PPS data has a known relationship with
UTC(NIST). For compliance with respect to UTC(NIST) this calibration correction is applied to the counter data to
show compliance to UTC.
With all the above background, the compliance performance day 2 through day 7 is presented below. The ePRTC
TimeProvider 4100 systems are fully compliant with the standard. Keep in mind the overall TDEV curves margin will
improve over the next few weeks as the system learning converges to steady state.
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2.2.3
2.2.3.1

May 28: Day 8
Differential ePRTC Performance
In practice, it is the relative difference in time between a pair of ePRTC systems that is important. There is strong
correlation (common mode behavior) between well designed ePRTC systems that are in proximity. The differential
time error over the 7 days of observation is shown below with both the time error graph and the TDEV stability graph.
One observation is that the shorter-term time error noise is the primary residual error. This is really the intrinsic noise
of the current TimeProvider 4100 clock system. We observe a peak instability of 700 ps between the two systems.
Assume equal contribution from both then we can estimate the intrinsic noise of each ePRTC system at 500 ps (one
sigma).
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2.2.4

June 3: Day 13

2.2.4.1

Time Accuracy and Cumulative Distributions
One of our capabilities with the Microchip Time Analyzer Tool Kit is the ability to observe signals as distributions. It is
useful to look at our PPS time error data from the perspective of a cumulative time error distribution. The overlay plot
for the two ePRTC TimeProvider 4100 units operating in Tuscaloosa through last night is shown below. Ideally, we
want no dispersion in the time error. The ideal case would look like a step jump from 0 to 100% at zero-time error.
The dispersion of the real-world time error essential smears this ideal step out. One key metric is the magnitude of
the time error that is maintained with high probability. For example, a 2-sigma bound means the 95% of the operating
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time the accuracy of the output would be within the stated bound. The 95% bound for both ePRTC TimeProvider
4100 systems under test is better than 5 ns:
•
•

L1 single-band TimeProvider 4100: 4.76 ns
Multi-band TimeProvider 4100: 4.53 ns

Although the multi-band unit is marginally better than the standard unit, this is not a significant difference. We should
be careful not to incorrectly conclude that the multi-band does not have measurable value. Several things are at work
here:
•
•

The primary benefit of multi-band is space weather protection. We are in a relatively quiet period of space
weather so an “umbrella is not of particular value if it’s not raining”.
The diurnal delay variations during a quiet period are mitigated by our de-coupled timescale steering algorithm
as we are leveraging our local atomic clock. This is equally effective for both receivers when there is no space
weather and we would expect similar results.

2.2.5

June 6: Day 16

2.2.5.1

Holdover Gas Gauge
TimeProvider 4100 advanced holdover prediction algorithms generate statistically sound estimates of not only the
optimal clock estimation states but also the expected accumulated time error during holdover operation. The concept
is straightforward. Just like a gas gauge will tell you how much gas is left in the tank or perhaps convert it into how
many miles (or kilometers) you have until empty, TimeProvider 4100 provides the same information relating to the
time error during holdover. In holdover, we are essentially allowing our precisely calibrated local oscillator to operate
with the best prediction of how the time error will accumulate. After this prediction is applied, there will still be residual
time error that will accumulate the longer the outage period is. There are several methods utilized to support this
holdover gas gauge feature:
•

•

In Gateway Clock mode and High Accuracy mode, the key use case is what happens if we lose all external
references and are forced to operate on our local oscillator (inside TimeProvider 4100) in prediction mode. The
method to estimate the internal oscillator (with prediction) timekeeping capability is based on the Time
Uncertainty (TUNC) approach discussed shortly.
In ePRTC mode, the key use case is what happens if we lose the time reference (GNSS) but we still have
external atomic clock references. In this case, the internal local oscillator never operates in prediction mode as
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we are still actively generating a local timescale with the external atomic clock inputs. The gas gauge prediction
is now based in a timescale modeling approach which is well matched to this mode of operation.
What is important for the user is that they have a holdover gas gauge (and a time to empty reading) so they can
proactively address the situation.

2.2.5.2

ePRTC Holdover Gas Gauge Reading in Tuscaloosa
In the ePRTC use case, we have at least one co-located cesium atomic clock to support continual local timescale
generation during the local time reference (GNSS) outage. In ePRTC mode, the system seamlessly switches to a
timescale modeling approach to estimate the holdover gas gauge. Since the timescale is based on cesium atomic
clocks with an established pedigree of predictable timing performance, this modelling approach is very effective.
Even though we are not quite done with the three-week learning period, we took a snapshot of the “Holdover Gas
Gauge” in Tuscaloosa. Since both systems share a common cesium atomic clock, they both have similar holdover
gas gauge levels so for simplicity we are showing a single graph that represents both systems.
During the learning period, the holdover gas gauge is operating in a filling mode. As we learn the holdover prediction,
the length of time we can support 100 ns holdover (as required in ITU-T G.8272.1) increases. We are now at day 16,
which is 384 hours and the filling graph shows the holdover gas level at 40 days. Now the requirement for ePRTC
holdover is a minimum of 14 days, so we can see that the operational performance of the TimeProvider 4100 is far
exceeding the minimum with a predicted 40-day holdover capacity.

2.2.6

June 8: Day 18

2.2.6.1

Deeper Look at MTIE
Maximum Time Interval Error (MTIE) is a well-established metric used in timing standards for many decades.
Historically, the real attraction with the metric is that it directly relates to the appropriate sizing of buffers in
communication networks to accommodate time variations in signals. Clearly, the utility of the metric has stood the test
of time as we are still defining compliance with MTIE.
Unfortunately, the metric’s simplicity in construction introduces some potential for issues in proper compliance testing.
To see how this can come about, consider the MTIE overlay graph shown below. To show eight different graphs, we
have simply extracted from the complete time error dataset and created eight “two-day” tests. We can see the MTIE
compliance test results for all these eight in the graph. We do observe a significant variation in the test results. Since
MTIE is a peak detection metric, proper test instrumentation is not designed into the metric itself. The lack of strong
statistical control presents challenges in its use:
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•

•

2.2.7

Compliance by repetition. Basically, the variability in the test results for a collection of a single system or single
test time window samples drives a need for testing involving multiple test windows and units to properly assess
the performance of a device under test.
Test instrumentation vulnerability. MTIE measurement is vulnerable to transient events in the testing system
itself. For example, a thermal event or external noise transient can introduce incorrect MTIE measurement
results. We typically instrument multiple tests in parallel to rule out instrumentation related issues.

June 11: Day 21
Well we have come to the end of the 3-week learning period and it would seem to be a good time to ask the question:
“Did we learn anything?”.

2.2.7.1

Learning the UTC Frequency Calibration
We touched on the timescale steering subsystem and the learning period back on May 25. The graph below shows
the state of the Rate Bias Steering Estimate during the first week of operation. We can see that the estimate is in the
process of converging as we see a clear gap between the GNSS rate bias offset measurement process and the
estimator. Contrast this with the current state of the estimator (second graph). We can visually see that over the last
week the gap is closed, and we have converged to steady state.
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2.2.7.2

Learning UTC Calibration Improves Stability
The TDEV overlay graph below shows the stability of the multi-band unit for each of the three weeks during the
learning period:
1. Blue: Week 1
2. Red: Week 2
3. Magenta: Week 3
We are using the multi-band-based unit to observe the stability improvement as the contribution of the GNSS steering
process to instability is less over the longer Tau’s, giving us a window into the improvement in the local timescale
itself. We can visually see a small but measurable improvement each week in the stability of the timescale. Multiple
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second-order mechanisms are at work here and it is beyond the scope of this report, but we certainly can see the
timescale noise improve as we learn.
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3.

14-Day Holdover and Recovery

3.1

14-Day Holdover Outage Stage

3.1.1

June 12: Start of Holdover
We have completed the normal operational testing phase in the Tuscaloosa ePRTC certification testing.
We will pull the GNSS antennas on both systems and start the holdover testing stage later today. We can now
evaluate the full tracking performance testing stage for compliance.

3.1.1.1

ITU ePRTC Compliance Graphs (Completion of 21 Days Normal Operation)
The full, 21-day normal operation stage is complete and both TimeProvider 4100 ePRTC systems demonstrate
consistent and fully compliant ITU-T G.8272.1 ePRTC operation.
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3.1.2

June 15: Day 3 of Holdover
Before we look at the holdover results, we may recall that we have a “Holdover Gas Gauge” that puts us on record
predicting the future. Just before we pulled the antenna, we checked the gauge.

3.1.2.1

Checking the Holdover Gas Gauge
The following graph is a reprint of snapshot of the filling graph just before we pulled the GNSS antenna. We can see
that with the current estimate of timescale prediction noise the holdover gas tank estimate is 40 days. Since we have
two TimeProvider 4100 ePRTC units operating in holdover we will perform two different holdover evaluations:
•

•

The single-band TimeProvider 4100 ePRTC will operate in holdover for the 14-day outage period specified in the
standard. At the end of the 14-day outage, the GNSS antenna will re-connect and both holdover recovery and
post-holdover normal tracking will be evaluated.
The multi-band TimeProvider 4100 ePRTC will operated in an extended holdover period (beyond 14 days) to
verify the 40-day holdover gas gauge prediction. Holdover recovery will be deferred until the time error exceeds
100 ns.
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3.1.2.2

ITU ePRTC Holdover Compliance
We need to hold 100 ns over 14 days and we have predicted 100 ns over 40 days. We have been in holdover 2.75
days, which is nominally 20% of the way to 14 days. The graph below shows the time error accumulation of both
TimeProvider 4100 ePRTC units over the weekend. The graph is displayed with a range of ±100 ns. The 100 ns
range set the maximum time error we are allowed beyond 14 days of outage as specified by ITU.
Several observations. The overall time error accumulation is consistent for both units. Given that both units shared
the same cesium we would expect similar holdover results. The time error accumulation rate per day is a useful
metric. We can see that the early estimate is limited by both the noise as well as evidence of small but measurable
thermal effects.
We will apply more rigorous analysis as we get further into the holdover stage but as a visual estimate, we are seeing
between 5–10 ns over the 2.75-day holdover period. Splitting the difference, we are seeing about 2.72 ns per day of
time error accumulation. If we extrapolate with this rough estimate, we should exceed 100 ns in about 37 days.
Again, it is too early to have much confidence, but we are generally on the correct track.
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3.1.3

June 18: Day 6 pf Holdover
Before we take another look at how the ePRTC systems are performing in holdover as we complete our sixth day
without GNSS traceability, we should touch on the topic of patternicity.

3.1.3.1

Seeing Patterns in Noise
Why do people see faces in nature, interpret window stains as human figures, hear voices in random sounds
generated by electronic devices or find conspiracies in the daily news? “Patternicity: Finding Meaningful Patterns in
Meaningless Noise” in Scientific American (November 25, 2008).
The measure of a good prediction algorithm is what is left after you remove the prediction. In the case of timescale
prediction, the residual error process in holdover should be the flicker noise floor of the atomic clocks supporting the
timescale. In this test we are looking at one sample of all the possible flicker noise process samples that would meet
the exceptional noise floor specification of our cesium atomic clock.
The overlay graph below shows nine 14-day time error processes all based on the same 1e-14 flicker noise floor
Monte Carlo but with random starting seed values.
Now, if we look at the results as a population ensemble of all possible outcomes, we can see that certain structures
like the envelope of increasing dispersion in time error could be statistically meaningful. However, we may also find
that patterns that we are sure we see in the data really have no deterministic meaning. For example, the blue curve
that is the lowest time error values we see. If this was the only example of a holdover test, then one might see what
appears to be a frequency shift in the middle of the pattern. A properly designed holdover algorithm is underpinned
by statistically sound architecture and verification.
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3.1.4

June 26: Day 14 of Holdover
Fourteen days of GNSS outage are completed and as discussed below the holdover performance exceeds the ITU
requirements with excellent margins. As we discussed at the start of the holdover stage of this evaluation, we will
reconnect the single-band ePRTC TimeProvider 4100 system to GNSS today but will allow the multi-band system to
continue in extended holdover to fully characterize the performance capabilities of our ePRTC systems.

3.1.4.1

ITU ePRTC Holdover Compliance (Day 14 of Holdover)
The 14-day outage test results are shown below. The time error is well within the 100 ns requirement (42 ns) and
both units exhibit consistent operational results. In fact, both units are maintaining performance with the normal
operating ranging (better than 30 ns) for the first ten days of holdover.
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14-Day Holdover and Recovery
3.2
3.2.1

Holdover Recovery Stage
June 29: Day 3 Holdover Recovery, Day 17 Extended Holdover
We have just completed the holdover stage for the single-band TimeProvider 4100. On that same afternoon we
performed the simple step of plugging the GNSS antenna back into the single band unit.
We have selected a time window including the week before holdover with the holdover and holdover recovery to see
the overall picture (see graph below). We can see the normal tracking performance for 7 days before we pulled the
antenna followed by the 14-day outage period where we accumulated timing error well within the 100 ns ITU
allowance. Finally, we can see that we successfully re-converge and re-established normal 100% timescale
protection operation over the weekend.

3.2.2
3.2.2.1

July 1: Day 5 Holdover Recovery, Day 19 Extended Holdover
Single Band ePRTC Holdover Recovery Performance (Day 5 Holdover Recovery)
The graph below shows the time error of the single-band L1 unit during the holdover and recovery. We can see that
we are now approaching 5 days of recovery. During the early recovery transient, the timescale protection availability
drops below 100% and it takes several days to re-establish steady state operation.
The time error process is in steady state and we are in another waiting process until July 6 to capture a statistically
significant window of steady state operation post recovery. The Summary section of this report includes all the data
through July 6.
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3.2.2.2

Multi-band Extended Holdover Performance: Day 19 Extended Holdover
We have not reconnected the GNSS antenna to the multi-band TimeProvider 4100 to investigated how well our
prediction model operates in conjunction with the stability of the 5071 high accuracy cesium in real life. Now the multiband GNSS receiver has not been playing an active role since we pulled the antenna 18.5 days ago. However, the
prediction model estimates for the clock state are influenced by the GNSS noise so that a better GNSS set of
measurements will yield a better prediction. The graph below shows the time error performance during the 19-day
holdover outage period. The clock model for a cesium atomic clock constrains the drift state to be zero so the initial
frequency estimate initial plays a significant role. However, as the flicker noise frequency process plays out, we are
starting to see the noise process starting to play a bigger role. Since flicker noise FM generates a linear increase in
time prediction error, our approach of linearizing the time error prediction is warranted.
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4.

Extended Holdover Testing

4.1

July 13: Day 30 of Extended Holdover
Even though one main deliverable of the certification evaluation of the ePRTC is completed, we are continuing the
long-term performance testing to investigate the extended holdover capabilities of TimeProvider 4100 ePRTC. It has
been a month without reference. We can see that the time error accumulation is well behaved with no obvious longerterm degradation beyond the 1e-14 flicker noise floor expected behavior. We can see our 1-sigma confidence for the
flicker noise floor is now 8e-15 (MDEV graph below). We are well on our way to surpass the 40-day, 100 ns initial
projection.
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4.2

August 17: Day 65 of Extended Holdover
It was over 65 days ago when we predicted that we would support 100 ns operation for 40 days. We are beyond the
40-day holdover mark (65 days) and the Holdover Gas Gauge estimate of at 40 days of Holdover before exceeded
100 ns can now be evaluated. The actual accumulation of time error is 78 ns at day 40 of holdover. Recall the
holdover gas gauge has been designed to provide a 1-sigma estimate of the number of days in the tank. This implies
that there is a 2/3 probability that the holdover time will be equal or greater than the days estimated. We can see that
this holdover sample falls in the “greater than 40 days” category, which is what we would expect typically. We are on
pace to reach over 70 days before exceeding 100 ns. To put this in perspective, consider the holdover capabilities of
alternative oscillator choices. A good OCXO would support 100 ns for a few hours while a good rubidium can support
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Extended Holdover Testing
100 ns for a day. The step up to a co-located cesium clock ensures unprecedented protection from GNSS
vulnerabilities as we can operate for not hours, not a day, but over a month without exceeded 100 ns PRTC time
compliance.
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5.

Performance Compliance Summary
The results confirm the overall excellent performance, summarized as follows.

5.1

Overall, 46-Day Time Performance
Before showing the ITU ePRTC compliance for all three phases of the testing (Pre-Holdover Normal Tracking,
Holdover, and Post-Holdover Normal Operation), it is good to get an overall view of the entire 46-day, long-term
performance evaluation.
The graph below shows the single-band TimeProvider 4100. We can make several observations. We can see some
early small settling behavior during the first three days as we progress from operating in disciplined oscillator mode to
fully timescale protection mode with the GNSS steering de-coupled so that a full day of GNSS measurements is
observed before making small steering adjustments.

We then operate for 21 days in normal tracking operation while we learn the optimal holdover state estimated to
achieve maximum holdover protection.
For the L1-only system, we maintain a continuous outage of GNSS for two weeks and then reconnect the GNSS
antenna. We maintain time error performance well within the 100 ns ITU requirement during the holdover. Finally, we
can see the recovery from holdover and return to normal fully protected operation.
The second graph shows the performance of the multi-band, GNSS-based TimeProvider 4100. For this system, we
continued the holdover period to confirm the Holdover Gas Gauge which showed that we have over 40 days of GNSS
outage protection before we would exceed 100 ns. We are on pace to maintain sub-100 ns holdover over 50 days.
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5.2

Pre-Holdover, 21-Day Normal Operation ITU Compliance
An ePRTC system will spend most of the time operating in normal mode. Keep in mind that in normal mode a
properly designed ePRTC is leveraging the atomic timescale to provide constant protection against GNSS
vulnerabilities that are not limited to just outage events, but real-world degradations associated with being a
stationary timing receiver in an RF-vulnerable local environment. This leveraging of the atomic clocks during normal
tracking ensures consistent reliable day-to-day operation, as we see in the test results. Note that the test window is
19.71 days as we started the normal testing when we achieved 100% protection availability at the very start of
testing.
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Performance Compliance Summary
The next graph shows the TDEV compliance results. What is interesting is that the multi-band TimeProvider 4100
ePRTC (red) is showing a small but significant roll off in the TDEV curve at the longest TAUs as compared to the
single band unit. It is likely that the longer-term performance of the multi-band is benefiting from both the direct, dualband ionospheric correction as well as the increase in GNSS satellite sources (from all three bands).

The MTIE compliance is shown in the graph below. MTIE as discussed is a well-established metric to bound the
dynamic peak-to-peak time error variations as a function of observation time. It works well as a pass-fail compliance
metric rather than as a characterization of underlying processes. We can see that both ePRTC systems-maintained
compliance throughout the test window.
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5.3

Post-Holdover, Last 7 Days of Normal Operation ITU Compliance
This portion of data is from the last week of operation to verify that TimeProvider 4100 ePRTC has returned to proper
normal operation after the 14-day holdover and 2-day recovery. We can see that the compliance margins are
modestly better than during the 21-day learning period after power-up. This is related to reduction in the intensity of
the steering process correction which added a small but measurable noise to the earlier results. This steady state
observation from day 39–46 is a better representation of the expected steady state performance of TimeProvider
4100 ePRTC.
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5.4

Holdover, 14-Day GNSS Outage Operation ITU Compliance
A critical performance requirement for an ePRTC system is the capability to maintain 100 ns (ITU PRTC level) timing
performance not just for hours (OCXO) or even a day (MAC rubidium) but for a minimum of 14 days. This outstanding
holdover protection is supported by the required autonomous cesium atomic clock (also known as primary reference
clock) in concert with optimal holdover clock model prediction. The 14-day outage test results are shown below. The
time error is well within the 100 ns requirement (42 ns) and both units exhibit consistent operational results. In fact,
both units are maintaining performance with the normal operating ranging (better than 30 ns) for the first ten days of
holdover. For a complete perspective we show the timing performance after day 14. The single band system (blue)
was reconnected to GNSS and shows the expected recovery to normal operation. The multi-band system (red) was
not connected and continues into extended holdover as discussed in the extended holdover section.
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The Microchip Website
Microchip provides online support via our website at www.microchip.com/. This website is used to make files and
information easily available to customers. Some of the content available includes:
•
•
•

Product Support – Data sheets and errata, application notes and sample programs, design resources, user’s
guides and hardware support documents, latest software releases and archived software
General Technical Support – Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs), technical support requests, online
discussion groups, Microchip design partner program member listing
Business of Microchip – Product selector and ordering guides, latest Microchip press releases, listing of
seminars and events, listings of Microchip sales offices, distributors and factory representatives

Product Change Notification Service
Microchip’s product change notification service helps keep customers current on Microchip products. Subscribers will
receive email notification whenever there are changes, updates, revisions or errata related to a specified product
family or development tool of interest.
To register, go to www.microchip.com/pcn and follow the registration instructions.

Customer Support
Users of Microchip products can receive assistance through several channels:
•
•
•
•

Distributor or Representative
Local Sales Office
Embedded Solutions Engineer (ESE)
Technical Support

Customers should contact their distributor, representative or ESE for support. Local sales offices are also available to
help customers. A listing of sales offices and locations is included in this document.
Technical support is available through the website at: www.microchip.com/support

Microchip Devices Code Protection Feature
Note the following details of the code protection feature on Microchip devices:
•
•
•

•
•

Microchip products meet the specifications contained in their particular Microchip Data Sheet.
Microchip believes that its family of products is secure when used in the intended manner and under normal
conditions.
There are dishonest and possibly illegal methods being used in attempts to breach the code protection features
of the Microchip devices. We believe that these methods require using the Microchip products in a manner
outside the operating specifications contained in Microchip’s Data Sheets. Attempts to breach these code
protection features, most likely, cannot be accomplished without violating Microchip’s intellectual property rights.
Microchip is willing to work with any customer who is concerned about the integrity of its code.
Neither Microchip nor any other semiconductor manufacturer can guarantee the security of its code. Code
protection does not mean that we are guaranteeing the product is “unbreakable.” Code protection is constantly
evolving. We at Microchip are committed to continuously improving the code protection features of our products.
Attempts to break Microchip’s code protection feature may be a violation of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.
If such acts allow unauthorized access to your software or other copyrighted work, you may have a right to sue
for relief under that Act.
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Legal Notice
Information contained in this publication is provided for the sole purpose of designing with and using Microchip
products. Information regarding device applications and the like is provided only for your convenience and may be
superseded by updates. It is your responsibility to ensure that your application meets with your specifications.
THIS INFORMATION IS PROVIDED BY MICROCHIP “AS IS”. MICROCHIP MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR
WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WRITTEN OR ORAL, STATUTORY OR
OTHERWISE, RELATED TO THE INFORMATION INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
OR WARRANTIES RELATED TO ITS CONDITION, QUALITY, OR PERFORMANCE.
IN NO EVENT WILL MICROCHIP BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL LOSS, DAMAGE, COST OR EXPENSE OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER RELATED TO THE
INFORMATION OR ITS USE, HOWEVER CAUSED, EVEN IF MICROCHIP HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OR THE DAMAGES ARE FORESEEABLE. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT ALLOWED BY LAW,
MICROCHIP'S TOTAL LIABILITY ON ALL CLAIMS IN ANY WAY RELATED TO THE INFORMATION OR ITS USE
WILL NOT EXCEED THE AMOUNT OF FEES, IF ANY, THAT YOU HAVE PAID DIRECTLY TO MICROCHIP FOR
THE INFORMATION. Use of Microchip devices in life support and/or safety applications is entirely at the buyer’s risk,
and the buyer agrees to defend, indemnify and hold harmless Microchip from any and all damages, claims, suits, or
expenses resulting from such use. No licenses are conveyed, implicitly or otherwise, under any Microchip intellectual
property rights unless otherwise stated.

Trademarks
The Microchip name and logo, the Microchip logo, Adaptec, AnyRate, AVR, AVR logo, AVR Freaks, BesTime,
BitCloud, chipKIT, chipKIT logo, CryptoMemory, CryptoRF, dsPIC, FlashFlex, flexPWR, HELDO, IGLOO, JukeBlox,
KeeLoq, Kleer, LANCheck, LinkMD, maXStylus, maXTouch, MediaLB, megaAVR, Microsemi, Microsemi logo, MOST,
MOST logo, MPLAB, OptoLyzer, PackeTime, PIC, picoPower, PICSTART, PIC32 logo, PolarFire, Prochip Designer,
QTouch, SAM-BA, SenGenuity, SpyNIC, SST, SST Logo, SuperFlash, Symmetricom, SyncServer, Tachyon,
TempTrackr, TimeSource, tinyAVR, UNI/O, Vectron, and XMEGA are registered trademarks of Microchip Technology
Incorporated in the U.S.A. and other countries.
APT, ClockWorks, The Embedded Control Solutions Company, EtherSynch, FlashTec, Hyper Speed Control,
HyperLight Load, IntelliMOS, Libero, motorBench, mTouch, Powermite 3, Precision Edge, ProASIC, ProASIC Plus,
ProASIC Plus logo, Quiet-Wire, SmartFusion, SyncWorld, Temux, TimeCesium, TimeHub, TimePictra, TimeProvider,
Vite, WinPath, and ZL are registered trademarks of Microchip Technology Incorporated in the U.S.A.
Adjacent Key Suppression, AKS, Analog-for-the-Digital Age, Any Capacitor, AnyIn, AnyOut, BlueSky, BodyCom,
CodeGuard, CryptoAuthentication, CryptoAutomotive, CryptoCompanion, CryptoController, dsPICDEM,
dsPICDEM.net, Dynamic Average Matching, DAM, ECAN, EtherGREEN, In-Circuit Serial Programming, ICSP,
INICnet, Inter-Chip Connectivity, JitterBlocker, KleerNet, KleerNet logo, memBrain, Mindi, MiWi, MPASM, MPF,
MPLAB Certified logo, MPLIB, MPLINK, MultiTRAK, NetDetach, Omniscient Code Generation, PICDEM,
PICDEM.net, PICkit, PICtail, PowerSmart, PureSilicon, QMatrix, REAL ICE, Ripple Blocker, SAM-ICE, Serial Quad
I/O, SMART-I.S., SQI, SuperSwitcher, SuperSwitcher II, Total Endurance, TSHARC, USBCheck, VariSense,
ViewSpan, WiperLock, Wireless DNA, and ZENA are trademarks of Microchip Technology Incorporated in the U.S.A.
and other countries.
SQTP is a service mark of Microchip Technology Incorporated in the U.S.A.
The Adaptec logo, Frequency on Demand, Silicon Storage Technology, and Symmcom are registered trademarks of
Microchip Technology Inc. in other countries.
GestIC is a registered trademark of Microchip Technology Germany II GmbH & Co. KG, a subsidiary of Microchip
Technology Inc., in other countries.
All other trademarks mentioned herein are property of their respective companies.
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Quality Management System
For information regarding Microchip’s Quality Management Systems, please visit www.microchip.com/quality.
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